Mercury’s Joystick Piloting for Outboards enhances virtually every aspect of the boating experience, delivering ultimate confidence through effortless, intuitive and total boat control. Mercury’s Joystick system – designed for dual, triple and quad Verado-powered vessels and personalized for each boat model – was the industry’s first for outboards, and it remains the best-selling joystick system. Joystick Piloting with 360-degree control allows you to:

- Simply and efficiently move your boat in any direction – sideways, diagonally, forward, backward or rotating in place, including combined commands, such as simultaneously rotating and moving sideways
- Dock or maneuver with confidence in tight spaces despite wind and current
- Maintain a set position with the push of a button
- Throttle, shift and steer with a single hand

Learn more at MercuryMarine.com/Steering
360 Degree Control at Your Fingertips

Joystick Piloting for Outboards is an integral part of the Connected Mercury® System that extends beyond engines to deliver aesthetically pleasing, technologically advanced and user-friendly prop-to-helm solutions. Joystick Piloting for Outboards is available on Verado® 250hp, 300hp, 350hp and 400hp outboards.

Joystick Piloting is a member of Mercury’s broad suite of SmartCraft digital products.

Mercury constantly seeks to create technological solutions that elevate boating experiences with safe, easy and intuitive new products.

Skyhook® Digital Anchor

- Uses GPS to maintain position and heading – despite wind or current – with the push of a button
- Holds steady in tighter areas and wanders less than other joystick systems
Expanded advantages from Joystick for Outboards

- **Fully integrated elements:** The entire Joystick system is engineered and manufactured to work together and provide the best boating experiences.

- **More power:** Joystick for Outboards maneuvers bigger boats more quickly thanks to . . .
  - + 20% increase in reverse thrust
  - + 10% quicker sideways movement
  - + 30% faster boat rotation

- **Autoheading** uses an integrated digital compass to automatically maintain your boat’s heading to keep you on your desired path.

- **Mercury’s Joystick** draws less battery power than other systems.

- **Recent design enhancements for the Joystick include:**
  - A more intuitive and easier-to-use interface
  - Improved ergonomics for comfort

- **Greater steering capacity** translates into 37% more steering strength for increased efficiency.

- **Integrated Autopilot, or Route,** automatically navigates to active waypoints. Just program the route and the system does the rest.

Skyhook Advanced Features

Optional Skyhook Advanced Features provide improved control in specific situations and are easily downloaded via Wi-Fi connection, an advantage over competing brands that require dealer installation.

- **BOWHOOK**
  - Can unlock the heading but maintain position, allowing the boat to point in whichever direction winds and currents dictate – very useful when a locked-in heading is not necessary.

- **HEADING ADJUST**
  - Lets the operator adjust the heading in 1- and 10-degree increments for more precise vessel control.

- **DRIFTHOOK**
  - Lets the operator maintain heading and unlock the position of the vessel, allowing winds and currents to move the boat. Adjustments of 1- and 10-degree increments can be made while drifting when bundled with Heading Adjust. DriftHook is perfect for kite fishing.
Quiet and Intuitive

• Extremely smooth and quiet operation
• Engine automatically trims to optimal level when joystick is engaged
• Wide variety of features and benefits for greater boating confidence

Trusted Ecosystem

• Digital Throttle & Shift is integrated with electro-hydraulic steering. The entire system works together for optimal boat control.
• All components are manufactured and fully integrated by Mercury to ensure ultimate compatibility.

Tested and Proven

• Joystick Piloting for Outboards is based on proven and trusted technology by Mercury, who also introduced the first joystick system for outboards.
• Mercury "engine matched" warranty provides confident boating by matching warranty for all rigging components to the warranty of your engine.